Abstract: Self-healing polymers crosslinked by solely reversible bonds are intrinsically weaker than common covalently crosslinked networks. Introducing covalent crosslinks into a reversible network would improve mechanical strength. It is challenging, however, to apply this design concept to 'dry' elastomers, largely because reversible crosslinks such as hydrogen bonds are often polar motifs, whereas covalent crosslinks are non-polar motifs, and these two types of bonds are intrinsically immiscible without cosolvents. Here we design and fabricate a hybrid polymer network by crosslinking randomly branched polymers carrying motifs that can form both reversible hydrogen bonds and permanent covalent crosslinks.
Main text
Self-healing polymeric materials can revert to their original state with full or partial recovery of mechanical strength after damage. [1, 2, 3] As such, they hold great promise to extend the lifetime of polymeric products in many fields; examples include aerospace, automotive, civil, and medical engineering. [4] Unlike classical polymer networks that are crosslinked by permanent covalent bonds, selfhealing polymeric materials are often based on reversible associations, such as hydrogen bonds, [3, 5] metalligand coordination, [6, 7] ionic interactions, [8] electrostatic interactions, [9] hydrophobic associations, [10] - stacking, [11] or polymer entanglements [2, 12] . Such reversible associations can break and reform to enable self-healing ability, but they are nevertheless relatively weak compared to covalent bonds. Thus, the toughness of self-healing polymers does not match that of covalent polymer networks such as natural rubber. Introducing permanent, covalent crosslinks into a reversible network would improve its mechanical properties, and this concept has been explored extensively to create tough hydrogels. [13, 14] [ 15] However, hydrogels contain a large amount of water that can evaporate, whereas diverse applications often require polymers that are not only tough, but also dry, such that they do not leach molecules and change properties. Unfortunately, it is challenging to integrate both covalent and reversible networks in a 'dry' polymer that does not contain co-solvents; reversible crosslinks such as hydrogen bonds are often polar motifs, whereas covalent crosslinks are non-polar motifs, and hence these two types of networks are intrinsically immiscible without co-solvents. [16] Consequently, despite its significant practical importance, it remains an unmet need for the development of elastomers with an exceptional combination of toughness and self-healing ability.
Here we report a tough, self-healing 'dry' elastomer that contains both covalent and reversible networks.
The hybrid elastomer is fabricated by crosslinking a randomly branched polymer carrying motifs that can form both reversible hydrogen bonds and permanent covalent crosslinks. The randomly branched polymer links these two types of bonds and forces them to mix on the molecular level without macroscopic phase separation. This allows us to create a homogenous, optically transparent 'dry' elastomer without cosolvents. At small deformations, the hydrogen bonds break and reform to dissipate energy. At large deformations, the hybrid elastomer exhibits patterns that are reminiscent of crazes observed in typical plastics, but are of much larger length scales, ranging from 1 to 1000 m. These patterns are so-called 'macro-crazes'; they are unique to the hybrid elastomer and help maintain material integrity at large deformations. The ability to sacrifice hydrogen bonds at small deformations and maintain material integrity at large deformations enables a very tough elastomer with fracture energy 13,500J/m 2 comparable to that of natural rubber. Moreover, the hybrid elastomer self-heals at room temperature with a recovered tensile strength of 4 MPa, which is comparable, if not better, to the existing self-healing elastomers.
We first synthesize a randomly branched polymer carrying motifs that can form both reversible hydrogen and permanent covalent bonds. To this end, we use diamine molecules and acrylic acid as raw reagents, and keep the molar ratio between amine and carboxyl groups fixed at 1:1.25 (Materials and Methods). A diamine molecule has an amine group at each of its two ends. An amine group reacts with the unsaturated C=C in acrylic acid at 50º C through Michael addition, resulting in carboxyl functionalized molecules, as described by Step 1 in Figure 1a and detailed in Figure S1 . A carboxyl group can further react with an amine group to form an amide group at relatively high temperature, 150º C, through condensation reaction, as described by Step 2 in Figure 1a . We allow the condensation reaction to proceed for about 4 hours to form randomly branched polymers. In a randomly branched polymer, the branching point is a trifunctional linker, the end groups are either carboxyl or primary amine groups, and along the backbone of branches are randomly distributed amide groups, as illustrated in The randomly branched polymers form a supramolecular network that is connected by either amide-amide or carboxyl-amine hydrogen bonds. Unlike permanent covalent bonds, these hydrogen bonds are temporary and can dissociate at room temperature; consequently, the network is a viscous liquid rather than a solid, as evidenced by the dynamic mechanical test in which the loss modulus is always higher than the storage modulus in a wide range of shear frequency ( Figure S4) . Moreover, the liquid becomes much less viscous at higher temperature, reflected by a dramatic decrease in loss modulus, as shown by the open symbols in Figure S4 . This liquid-like feature is critical for the fabrication of a hybrid network. It promotes the mobility of reactive amine and carboxyl groups, and therefore, facilitates the condensation reaction between them, through which the precursor polymers are crosslinked to form a network.
Moreover, the liquid-like feature allows the network to be molded to desired shapes.
After obtaining the viscous liquid, we transfer it into a Teflon mold, and maintain the temperature at 160º C for 32 hours. During this process, amine groups and carboxyl groups at the ends of branching arms react with each other through condensation reaction. This crosslinks randomly branched polymers to form a network, as described by Step 3 in Figure 1a . The network contains both reversible hydrogen bonds and permanent crosslinks, as illustrated by Figure 1c ; thus, we call it a hybrid network. The network is an optically transparent solid, as shown by an optical image in the inset of Figure 1d . Such optical transparency reflects homogeneity of the network at molecular length scale; otherwise the intrinsic immiscibility between polar hydrogen bonds and non-polar covalent crosslinks would result in visible phase separation and optical turbidity. The homogeneity of the network is further demonstrated by small angle X-Ray scattering, which does not exhibit characteristic peaks associated with micro-phase separation ( Figure S5) . Moreover, the polymer network has a glass transition temperature of 4-14 °C that is below room temperature; therefore, the material is an elastomer rather than a plastic at room temperature (Figure 1d ).
To characterize mechanical properties of the hybrid elastomer, we cut the material into dumbbell shape and quantify its stress-strain behavior using uniaxial tensile test (Materials and Methods). In a typical test, we stretch the sample at a controlled strain rate of 0.014/sec, and simultaneously monitor the elongation of the sample using a camera. Example images of the hybrid elastomer under different extents of strain are shown in Figure 2a , and a representative movie for a tensile test is shown in Movie S1.
Examining the dependence of stress on strain reveals three distinct regimes for mechanical response.
Regime 1: At small strain, < 0.04, the stress increases rapidly with strain in a linear manner (light green area and left inset in Figure 2b ). Regime II: At intermediate strain, the rate of increase in stress slows
down, yet maintains a nearly linear behavior (light red area in Figure 2b ). Regime III: At large strain, > 0.98, the elastomer exhibits strain stiffening with the rate of increase in stress becomes higher compared to that in Regime II (light blue area in Figure 2b) . Interestingly, the onset of Regime III is featured by an abrupt decrease in stress, as shown by the right inset in Figure 2b . Moreover, this decrease in stress is accompanied by the appearance of white lines that are perpendicular to the direction of elongation, as shown by the optical image of the sample at = 0.98 in Figure 2a . These white lines are reminiscent of crazing in plastics, which is due to localized large strain around defects [17] , but are different in that they are distributed over the whole sample rather than being localized. Even more striking is the length scale on which they occur; the crazes are remarkably large and visible by eye, in contrast to conventional, micro-scale crazes in plastics. We therefore name these white lines 'macro-crazes'.
To explore the microstructure of these 'macro-crazes', we examine them in situ using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Materials and Methods). To do so, we introduce a notch on a rectangular sample, and monitor the formation of 'macro-crazes' near the notch as the sample is subjected to extension.
Initially, the hybrid elastomer exhibits no 'macro-crazes' except the crack due to initial notch, as shown in Figure 2c (i). Upon stretching, 'macro-crazes' are initiated and extended from the notch zone across the sample until rupture (Figure 2c(ii) ). The 'macro-crazes' are small gaps with a wide distribution of widths ranging from ~1m to ~1000m, each connected by stretched lamellae aligned along the direction of elongation, as shown by the SEM images in Figure 2c (iii-iv). By contrast, conventional elastomers crosslinked solely by covalent bonds or supramolecular networks crosslinked solely by reversible bonds do not exhibit crazing upon deformation. Moreover, the hybrid elastomer maintains its integrity in the presence of a large amount of 'macro-crazes' at relatively large deformation, as shown by the images at > 0.98 in Figure 2a . The ability of the hybrid elastomer to withstand large deformation without breaking is likely due to the reversible bonds, which can break and reform, redistributing stress across the whole material and delaying accumulation of local stress.
Unlike covalent bonds, reversible hydrogen bonds have a finite lifetime and can relax. Therefore, the mechanical properties of the hybrid elastomer depend on the rate of deformation. To explore this, we perform tensile tests at different strain rates for parallel hybrid elastomer samples. We vary the strain rate by nearly three orders of magnitude, from 0.0014/sec to 0.68/sec. For all strain rates explored, the stressstrain behavior is characterized by three regimes depending on the extent of deformation, as shown in Figure 3a . In each regime, the stress increases nearly linearly with strain, and the rate of increase describes the Young's modulus of the material. Interestingly, at small deformation in Regime I the Young's modulus is strain rate dependent. At small strain rates, ̇< 0.01/ , the Young's modulus in Regime I, E I, increases rapidly with strain rate, following a power law, ∝̇0 .65 , from approximately 10MPa to 100MPa; at larger strain rates, ̇> 0.01/ , saturates at approximately 100MPa, as shown by the circles in Figure 3b . The crossover strain rate is about 0.03/sec. Qualitatively such behavior can be understood based on the relaxation of reversible hydrogen bonds. A hydrogen bond has a finite average lifetime, and the lifetimes of all hydrogen bonds are randomly distributed around this mean. [18] Thus, a reversible bond can break at any time during the experiment, but is less likely at time scales shorter than the average lifetime. At shorter time scales, or at higher strain rates, the fraction of un-relaxed reversible bonds is larger than that at longer time scales. Consequently, the contribution to the network modulus due to reversible bonds increases with strain rate. At very high strain rates, however, this increase becomes saturated because nearly all hydrogen bonds are un-relaxed; therefore, the network moduli in the high strain rate limit become nearly a constant. Indeed, the crossover strain rate, 0.03/sec, is on the same order of magnitude as the reciprocal of the average lifetime of an amide-amide hydrogen bond [19] .
Such understanding of strain rate dependent network modulus at small deformation is further supported by dynamic mechanical measurements (Materials and Methods). In a typical measurement, we quantify the network shear modulus at small strain, 0.05%, and oscillatory shear frequency from 0.01Hz to 100Hz. We perform such measurements at different temperatures, and construct a master curve using classical timetemperature superposition [20] ; this allows us to probe the network shear modulus over an extremely wide range of frequencies. We find that the shear storage modulus, G', increases weakly with frequency, , following a power-law, ′( ) ∝ 0.07 . As increases from 10 -11
Hz to ~1Hz, the storage modulus increases by nearly one order of magnitude from ~3MPa to ~30MPa, as shown by the red symbols in Figure 3c . Since the shear modulus is 1/3 of the Young's modulus for an elastomer with a Poisson ratio of 0.5, such increase in shear modulus is in quantitative agreement with that observed in uniaxial tensile tests, in which the Young's modulus at small deformation increases from 10MPa to 100MPa as the strain rate increases (the circles in Figure 3b) . Moreover, at the lowest frequency, the magnitude of shear modulus, 3MPa, is consistent with equilibrium relaxation modulus, 2.5MPa, as shown by the stress relaxation curve in Figure S6 . Together these measurements imply that the relaxation of reversible bonds determines the rate-dependent mechanical properties of the hybrid network at very small deformation.
At relatively large deformations, the mechanical properties of the hybrid network have a weak dependence on the strain rate: For intermediate deformations in Regime II, the Young's modulus increases with strain rate following a very weak power law, ∝̇0 .18 (squares in Figure 3b) ; for large deformations in Regime III, the Young's modulus is essentially independent of strain rate, ∝̇0 .04 (diamonds in Figure 3b ). The weak dependence in each regime is likely the result of most hydrogen bonds being broken under such large deformations; thus the major contribution to the network modulus is from permanent bonds, which do not change with strain rate. Interestingly, the onset of Regime III, which is associated the initiation of 'macro-crazes', is nearly independent of strain rate, as shown in Figure 3d .
Upon further deformation, these 'macro-crazes' continue to grow and help redistribute stress to maintain material integrity.
The ability to sacrifice hydrogen bonds at small deformation and maintain material integrity at large deformation allows the hybrid network to dissipate energy at multiple length scales. To quantify the efficiency of energy dissipation of these hybrid elastomers, we perform cyclic tensile tests at a fixed strain rate of 0.014/sec and at different deformations. In a typical test, there is a large hysteresis during the loading and un-loading processes, as shown by the stress-strain curve in Figure 4a (i). We define the efficiency of energy dissipation as the ratio between the integrated area in the hysteresis loop and that under the loading curve, and find that the efficiency is remarkably high, with a value of ~75%; moreover, such high efficiency is nearly the same regardless of the extent of deformation, up to strains of 1.4, as shown in Figure S7 . This suggests that the hybrid network is very dissipative, a characteristic feature of typical tough materials. [14] To quantify the fracture toughness of the hybrid network, we perform tensile tests on single-edge notched samples at a strain rate of 0.005/sec at room temperature, and calculate the fracture energy G c using the Greensmith method (see SI Materials and Methods) [21] . For the hybrid network, G c can reach values as high as 13.5kJ/m 2 (filled circles in Figure 4c ), which is comparable to that of natural rubber under similar testing conditions. [22] Moreover, the toughness of the hybrid network is more than twice of recently reported tough interpenetrating dry networks (empty squares in Figure 4c ) [23] .
Unlike interpenetrating elastomers formed by solely covalently crosslinked networks [23] , these hybrid elastomers can self-heal because of reversible hydrogen bonds. For example, under intermediate deformations the hybrid elastomer recovers to its original mechanical properties after waiting for 10 mins or longer, as shown by stress-strain curves in Figure 4a (ii). Moreover, even after being cut into two pieces, the hybrid network can partially recover its mechanical strength. After bringing two freshly fractured surfaces into contact at room temperature, and waiting for 1 hour, the sample is able to support a stress of 2MPa. After 12 hours, the sample recovers a tensile strength of 4MPa, about 30% of its original value.
Fracturing the sample breaks both the covalent and reversible bonds; only the reversible are reformed, resulting in the reduced value of the recovered tensile strength. Thus, the degree of healing of this hybrid elastomer is lower than that of self-healing 'dry' polymers which are formed solely with reversible bonds.
Nevertheless, the absolute magnitude of the recovered tensile strength, 4MPa, of the hybrid elastomer is comparable to the pristine tensile strength of most self-healing elastomers. [3, 7, 24] In summary, we have developed a hybrid elastomer by crosslinking randomly branched polymers carrying motifs that can form both reversible hydrogen bonds and permanent covalent crosslinks. The randomly branched polymer links such two types of bonds and forces them to mix on the molecular level, producing a homogenous, optically transparent elastomer. At small deformations, the reversible bonds break and reform to dissipate energy; at relatively large deformations, covalent bonds start to break, as illustrated in Figure 4d . However, the material maintains its integrity at large deformations because reversible bonds help redistribute stress; this feature is associated with 'macro-crazing' that is unique to this hybrid elastomer. Such synergy of energy dissipation at both molecular and macroscopic length scales produces an extremely tough elastomer that has fracture toughness comparable to natural rubber. However, the molecular mechanisms of 'macro-crazing' at large deformations, and how this behavior contributes to energy dissipation of the network, remain to be explained. Exploring these questions will require model networks of more controlled network structure and molar ratio between reversible and covalent crosslinks.
Nevertheless, the combination of optical transparency, toughness, and self-healing ability will enable applications of the hybrid elastomers in stretchable electronics and damping materials. [25] Moreover, the concept of using molecular design to mix covalent and reversible bonds to create a homogenous hybrid elastomer is quite general and should enable development of tough, self-healing polymers of practical usage. Subsequently, we raised the temperature to 150°C and maintained it for about 4 hours. The temperature was then lowered to 140°C , and 50 ml DMF was charged into the flask. This results in a solution that contains randomly branched polymers. During the crosslinking step, we casted an aliquot of the solution in a Teflon mold, and placed this mold in a glass reactor with nitrogen inlet and outlet. We heated the glass reactor to 110 °C and maintained the temperature overnight to slowly evaporate DMF. The temperature was then increased to 160 °C with a rate of 10°C per hour, and was maintained at 160 °C for 32 hours, resulting in formation of a covalently crosslinked elastomer sheet with a thickness of ~1mm.
Materials and Methods

Reagents
Bulk rheology. Bulk rheological measurements were carried out on a strain controlled rheometer (ARES-G2, Texas Instruments) with 5mm plate-plate geometry. We cut a hybrid elastomer sheet into a circular shape with diameter of 5mm using a punch. The circular sample was glued to the plates to avoid slippage.
Frequency sweeps were performed from 10 2 to 10 -2 Hz at 0.5% stain at temperatures of 20º C, 40ºC , 60ºC , 80ºC , 100ºC , 120ºC , and 130ºC .
Mechanical test. We characterized the mechanical properties of hybrid elastomers using Instron® 3342
with a 1000N load cell. Uniaxial tensile measurements were conducted at room temperature in air under different strain rates, including 0.0014, 0.014, 0.14, 0.41 and 0.68 /sec. We measured the strain by monitoring the displacement of two markers in the central part of a dumbbell shaped sample using a camera. Each measurement was repeated at least three times. Cyclic extension tests with incremental elongation were performed on the same tensile machine at a strain rate of 0.014/sec. The maximum strains of the cyclic tensile tests include 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.1 and 1.4.
Scanning electron microscopy.
We monitored the growth of 'macro-crazes' by performing tensile test in the chamber of an environmental scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss EVO 55). A notch of about 0.4 mm in length was made on a specimen of 4 mm width and 1mm thickness. The specimen was coated with a Pt/Pd layer of 5nm thickness and then fixed on a screw-driven tensile stage. The tensile stage was then placed inside the chamber of SEM, and images were taken around the tip of the notch. The stress and strain of the sample were continuously recorded at a strain rate of about 0.014/sec. Using SEM at an acceleration voltage of 5 kV, we monitored the formation of the 'macro-crazes' during the tensile process until the sample was broken.
Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author. (Fig. 2a) . c, Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the hybrid network with an initial notch under uniaxial tensile test in situ. [23] . d, Illustration of molecular structures for the hybrid elastomer under different extents of deformation.
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Keywords: tough; self-healing; supramolecular; molecular design; elastomers Figure S1 . The mixture was then heated up to 80 °C and maintained for about 3 hours under nitrogen flow to remove chloroform. Subsequently, the temperature was raised up to 150 °C to enable the condensation reaction between carboxyl groups and amine groups of the oligomers and unreacted diamines, as shown in Step 2
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in Figure S1 . As the reaction proceeds to a certain extent (about 4 hours), the mixture becomes viscoelastic yet without solidifying. Before the mixture starts to rise up the stirring stem, the temperature was lowered to 140 °C . 50 ml DMF was charged into the flask to dissolve the pre-polymer. The prepolymer is a hyper-branched polymer with tertiary amines serving as branching points and reactive end groups of carboxyl groups and primary amine groups, as show in Figure S1 .
During the crosslinking step, an aliquot of the pre-polymer solution was casted in a Teflon mold. This mold was placed in a glass reactor with nitrogen inlet and outlet. The glass reactor was heated at 110 °C for overnight to slowly evaporate DMF. Then the temperature was raised by 10 °C increment every hour to 160 °C to allow condensation reaction between carboxyl groups and amine groups of the hyperbranched polymer. The reaction was maintained at 160 °C for 32 hours to form a covalently crosslinked elastomer sheet with a thickness around 1mm. Hybrid elastomers. To measure the equilibrium modulus of the hybrid elastomer, we quantify its stress relaxation at elevated temperature, 100°C ; this allows the hybrid elastomer to relax relatively fast such that it can reach equilibrium relaxation during experimental time scale. In particular, we laser cut a hybrid elastomer sheet into a disk with diameter of 25mm, and mount the sample between a plate-plate geometry using a thin layer of glue. After the glue is solidified, we raise the temperature to 100°C . Then we apply a step strain of 1.0%, and monitor how the stress decays with time, as shown by the dots in Figure S6 . We Engineering stress is defined as the tensile force per unit of initial cross-section area of the central part.
Strain was recorded by a camera, which monitored the displacement of two markers in the central part of a dumbbell shaped sample. Each measurement was repeated at least three times.
Cyclic extension tests with incremental elongation were performed on the same tensile machine at a strain rate of 0.014/sec. The maximum strains of the cyclic extension tests included 0.3, 0.5, 0.8, 1.1 and 1.4.
The strain was also recorded and measured using a camera. The efficiency of energy dissipation during each cyclic extension test is defined as the ratio of the integrated area in the hysteresis loop to that under the loading curve. The efficiency is remarkably high with the value of ~75%, as shown in Figure S7 .
Moreover, it is nearly independent of elongation. where c is the notch length. W is the strain energy calculated by integration of the stress-strain curve of an un-notched specimen until λ c ; the un-notched specimen underwent a tension process with the same strain rate as the notched sample. Figure S1 . Synthesis of randomly branched polymer.
SI Figures
Step 1: Reaction between diamine and acrylic acid produces five types of oligomers by Michael addition at 50 o C.
Step 2: Polycondensation reaction between amine and carboxyl groups 150 ºC gives rise to a randomly branched polymer.
Step 1: Michael addition 2 + COOH 13 C NMR spectra of the pre-polymer. 
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